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control for a lengthy period. None the less apprenticeship
was deprived of its legal sanction, for Parliament after the
Revolution steadfastly refused to put into operation the
old Elizabethan machinery1. The moral sanction alone
remained, and its weakness manifested itself when the
factory system was established. Trained workmen were
then unable to resist the invasion of unskilled and ill-paid
labourers, who swamped the textile industries, and dragged
down with fatal results the textile workers' standard of life.
The disintegration of the apprenticeship system in its legal
form paved the way for its dissolution in its economic
form when the factory owners, indifferent to the claims of
technical workmanship, sought only to buy their labour in
the cheapest market.
Change in Apprenticeship not only lost its legal guarantees in the
dSwwtar eighteenth century, but its social character underwent a
ofappren- change. It was an essential feature of the mediaeval system
^at tke apprentice should reside with the master, whose
duty it was to instil social virtues into the boy as well as to
teach him knowledge of a craft. A Jacobean writer de-
scribed the ' ordinary services' of an apprentice in these
terms: "He goes bareheaded, stands bareheaded, waits
bareheaded before his master and mistress, and whiles as
yet he is the youngest apprentice he doth perhaps (for
discipline sake) make old leather over-night shine with
blacking for the morning, brusheth a garment, runs of
errands, keeps silence till he have leave to speak "2. Yet as
early as 1603 a new development was foreshadowed in the
case of a Wiltshire clothier, who had two apprentices and
did " not give these apprentices no meat, drink, neither
apparel, but [did] give them money by the year, twenty
shillings apiece, and out of this twenty shillings the boys'
mother do give their master every year ten shillings forth
of this money because the journeyman shall not beat them "3.
In the eighteenth century it became an increasing practice,
except in respect of parish apprentices, to pay the boy
1 Infra, vol. iii. 287. An individual contract, of course, could be enforced,
3 The Cities Advocate (1629), 26-27.
* Hist. MSS. Comm. Various, i. 71.

